
POINTS FOR SUCCESS. Multi-awarded inspirational speaker Francis Kong tells students to get up in every setback during his talk “Dynamic Choices for Life Success,” last Jan. 16 at 
the Luce Auditorium. PHOTO BY Cheri Lian Ansale
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SU opens search for next SU pres, Malayang 
looks forward to ‘leadership change’
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By Ray Chen S. Bahinting                             

BEN MALAYANG III, president 
of Silliman University (SU), 
released a press statement last Jan. 
14 regarding the search for the next 
university president this 2018.

“I am looking forward to 
our university having a new 
president by June 2018 as 
part of its healthy process of 
leadership change,” Malayang 
said in the press statement.

By May 31, 2018, Malayang 
will end his 12-year presidency. 
He first assumed office last June 
1, 2006 for a term of five years. 
Last 2010, the Board of Trustees 
(BoT) granted his second 
term for another five years.

However, with the 
implementation of K-12 program 
that will take full effect in 2018, 
the BoT asked Malayang to extend 
his term for another 2 years.

Malayang said in the press 

statement that he will not be a 
part of the Search Committee 
who will be in charge of looking 
for the next university president.

“I am one with the [BoT] 
in promoting the integrity of 
the search process, and so I 
expressed to the Board that 
it shall not and should not 
include me,” Malayang said.

The Search Committee is 
composed of four members from 
the BoT: Chair of the Search 

Committee and BoT Prof. Leonor 
Briones, Dr. Angel Alcala, Atty. 
Felipe Antonio Remollo, and 
Ambassador Antonio Villamor.

A notice of search and call 
for expression of interest and 
nomination was issued by 
the committee last Sep. 11.

According to the list of 
qualifications in the notice of 
search, the next SU president 
must be a Christian Filipino, more 
than 50 years old; a holder of a 

doctoral degree and has a five-year 
administrative and managerial 
experience; experienced 
in networking, resource 
generation, and mobilization 
with proven moral integrity.

Interested nominees shall pass 
their mission and vision for SU 
and a list of accomplishments 
in previous administrative 
and managerial positions. 

Moreover, a medical certificate, 

By Leslie J. Batallones                               

“AGRICULTURE IS A 
contributory factor of climate 
change, but we can mitigate climate 
change through agriculture,” said 
William Ablong, city administrator 
and agriculturist in the “Youth to 
Dumaguete” lecture series last Jan. 
16 at the Audio Visual Room 1.

Ablong said that the use of 
chemical fertilizers contributes 
30 percent greenhouse gas and 20 
percent methane gas which affects the 
environment. The methane gas comes 
from animal wastes and garbage. 

He also pushed for organic farming 
to mitigate the negative impacts 
of agriculture. Organic farming 

lessens carbon emissions, because 
organic fertilizers and pesticides 
have less carbon than factory-
produced fertilizers and pesticides. 

In Dumaguete, 70 sacks of 
organic fertilizers are produced 
daily from biodegradable waste. 
Organic fertilizers are distributed 
freely to farmers to subsidize the 
cost of their production. Farmers 
are also urged to plant root crops 
and legumes in the areas vulnerable 
to climate change. These areas are 
Balugo, Bajumpandan, Banilad, 
Batinguel, Cadawinonan, Candau-ay, 
Cantil-e, Camanjac, Junob, and Talay.

In food supply, however, Ablong 
stressed that massive urbanization 
has eaten up the agricultural lands. 

“A big track of land in Dumaguete 
has been allotted for residential, 
commercial, and institutional 
because many of our visitors would 
like to really stay here,” said Ablong.

Dumaguete’s population in terms of 
birth rate growth is only 1.2 percent, 
but migration is more than 2 percent. 

In the city’s total land area of 
more than 3,511 hectares, 675 
hectares remain agricultural.

He added:  “We want to be 
self-sufficient in our food supply 
but since our agricultural land 
has been significantly reduced 
to only 675 hectares, then our 
food production is at stake.”

To ensure enough food supply, 

continue to page 4...

City administrator: ‘Mitigate climate 
change thru agri’

WELL-INFORMED ELECTORATES. Youth from all over Dumaguete gather in the 
‘Youth to Government Dumaguete’ forum about the youth’s responsibility in the 
upcoming elections  last Jan. 16 at the Audio Visual Theater. PHOTO BY Babe Jocelie Isaga

By Rhobie A. Ruaya                                      

THE INTER-FAITH ROOM, 
a project planned by Silliman 
University (SU) Spiritual Life 
Council, in partnership with the 
SU Chaplaincy Office, the Office 
of Student Services, and the SU 
Student Government (SUSG), will 
soon be open at Oriental Hall (OH).

Approved since last year, the inter-
faith prayer room is for Christians 
and non-Christians who want to 
have a place for prayer, worship, 
and other religious activities.

Mark Augusto, SU Student and 
Campus Chaplain, said that their 
intention is to accommodate all the 
students with different religions. 

The Buildings and Grounds 
Department, Superintendent 
Engr. Edgar Ygnalaga said that the 

construction for the prayer room 
started last December. However, 
they encountered some delay 
because they still needed to add 
wash areas and place canopies. 

There will be different religious 
symbols placed inside the prayer 
room. Ygnalaga added that tables, 
benches, and cabinets intended for the 
religious symbols will be placed inside. 

Shibib Mamaludin, a second 
year civil engineering student, 
said: “Sobrang laking tulong ito for 
us Muslims kasi we have to pray 
five times a day and sometimes 
I miss my prayers because I have 
classes and I can’t go home.”

The Office of Student Services 
wants to know what services 
students need. Last semester, 
through the SUSG, they had a 

Inter-faith prayer room 
to open in OH

continue to page 4...
By Leslie J. Batallones                       
and Ray Chen S. Bahinting            

SEVEN SPEAKERS FROM 
the Commission on Election 
(COMELEC), academe, government 
office, and social advocacy groups 
talked about the leadership needed 
for 2016 during the “Youth-to-
Government” forum last Jan. 16 
at the Audio Visual Theater 1. 

AIESEC Silliman, a youth 
organization, organized the forum 
in Dumaguete to ensure a well-
informed electorate and discuss 
about issues in the Philippines 
and the leadership Filipinos need.

On the previous presidencies, 
Victor Emmanuel Enario, an assistant 
professor from the History-Political 
Science department, said that 
tolerating graft and corruption would 

“repeat the accounts of the past.” 
Enario said: “The best lessons that 

we have are to go back to the past, 
to learn the lessons of history, and to 
show that the choices we made have 
lasting effects. We should learn from 
the lessons of the past to avoid the 
problems of the past administration.” 

However, Enario said that 
people should not allow 
themselves to be “swallowed 
by the negativity of the past.”

He also added that there are 173 
political dynasties in the country. 

“Unfortunately, in the Philippines, 
we are into the politics of 
name recognition,” Enario said. 

With the “repackaging of 
candidates,” Enario urged voters to 
be vigilant on how the candidates 
and politicians present themselves. 

Gemma Minda Iso, a social 

advocate, shared the qualities that a 
leader must have. She stressed the need 
for a leader with “concrete solutions 
to the problems of the country.” 
According to Iso, voters should look 
at the specific platforms of candidates.

“Leaders should not specialize on 
band-aid solutions,” Iso said. Band-
aid solutions are temporary solutions 
that do not deal with a problem’s cause.

Shamah Bulangis, a Samahan ng 
mga Pilipina para sa Reporma at 
Kaunlaran or SPARK fellow, gave the 
youth some tips to “make their vote 
count” this coming  May 2016 elections.

Bulangis said that in order to decide 
who to vote for, the youth must decide 
on the issues that matter to them and 
what their stand is over that issue, 
such as health, education, poverty 
alleviation, food security, among others.

Youth forum discusses topics for 2016 nat’l elections
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sillimaniansspeak
Compiled by Lizbeth Mae  B. Andaya 

“What hinders people from voicing out 
their concerns to authorities?” 

“it’s because of the assumption of someone else doing it for you.”
Placido Sabijon, Bachelor of Science in Information Technology I
 

“i think it is because there’s this underlying fear that their concerns will be met with either a 

negative reaction or no reaction at all.”
Sean Gonzales, Bachelor of Science in Accountancy III

“in today’s fast paced trend, letting go is more convenient than complaining (which is a bit 
hassle), and just hope that next time it won’t happen again.” 
Kryll Ann Amarante, AB Political Science II

Next issue’s Question:

“What qualities do you want the 
next su president to possess?”

For your answers, just text the Circulation Manager (09068874424).  indicate your full name (with 

middle initial), course and year. 

LJ Zaphan Lamboloto

in search for 
Truth

Bringing dead
Lines to Life

Andrea D. Lim

ignorance to the Nature of reality

By Eric Gerard D. Ruiz                                     

Like most students, Tinyo 
didn’t finish high school in 
four years. He was “stupid” 

during high school. He made many 
mistakes. Tinyo felt so ashamed 
sitting down in class with students 
who were younger than him. He 
added two more years in his high 
school life. Tinyo had to endure 
the shame of graduating high 
school while his original classmates 
were already in 2nd-year college. 
However, Tinyo realized that he 
hit a wall. He deviated from the 
road to success. He learned that 
this set back in life can bring 
him back to the right track. After 
many years, Tinyo reunited with 
his classmates in a high school 
reunion. Everyone asked about 
him, “Ano na nangyari kay Tinyo? 
‘Di ba siya yung pinakabobo sa 
klase natin?” Tinyo took business 
administration and management 
in college and he graduated magna 
cum laude. Tinyo is now a respected 
and multi-awarded business 
speaker and leader, a columnist in 
The Philippine Star, a broadcaster, 
a millionaire, and a successful 
book author. Tinyo is Francis 
Kong, the “dumbest” boy in class.

Francis Kong is a paradigm 
of an unprecedented success. 
Who would’ve thought that the 
“dumbest” boy in class would 
become a respected business leader 
in the Philippines? He said that  
one could’ve finished a Ph.D. 
degree in the six years he spent in 
high school.. By inflicting wit and 
puns, Francis said that he already 
finished Ph.D. in high school. 
According to him, Ph.D. is “passing 
high school with difficulty.” There 
are several life lessons that Francis 
shared during his talk in Silliman.  
We have to learn how to give back. 

Francis taught  Sillimanians he 

attitude of gratitude. He is one of 
the most expensive speakers here 
in the Philippines. But in school 
talks, he doesn’t ask for payment 
or honorarium. “Hindi dapat kabig 
ng kabig. ‘Wag kang mukhang pera.” 

We are the products of the 
choices we make from day to day. 
Everyone is constantly changing as 
they make choices in life. Francis 
didn’t make the right choices 
when he’s in high school. But, 
where is he now? He encouraged 
the students that it ’s okay to 
make wrong choices like what he 
did. Success chooses no person; 
neither does it choose randomly. 
Success is earned by learning 
from the wrong choices and 
choosing better ones in the future.

Study first. 
Being a master in puns, Francis 

shared his 7 B’s for boys and 
girls. For girls, “books before boys 
because boys bring babies.” For 
boys, “books before babes because 
babes bring bankruptcy.” Aside 
from its comical sense, Francis 
prioritizes education. Love can wait.

God is a god of second chances. 
God gave Francis a second chance. 
When he hit the wall, he woke up 
and realized that he deviated from 
the straight path to success. God 
knocked at his doorstep, and he 
opened the door for Him. Now, 
Francis is blessed with a good career, 
a beautiful wife, and three adorable 
kids who are now professionals. 

Nothing is impossible if a 
person will work hard like Francis. 
His wrong choices in high school 
led him to be a better college 
student. The Francis Kong who 
inspired Sillimanians is the 
product of the Francis Kong who 
deviated from the path of success. 
Francis Kong is an inspiration 
and a lesson—an inspiration of 
success and a lesson not to do the 
same mistakes he committed.~

An Unprecedented 
Success By Alissa Z. Lacson                                            

People start a business for a lot 
of reasons: some as a means of 
income or as freedom to work 

for themselves, others as a course 
requirement or as an opportunity 
to land a job. Then there are those 
people: full of ideas, creativity, 
and passion who venture into the 
ambitious realm of entrepreneurship 
to make their dreams a reality. 

In fact, in our small university town, 
plenty of businesses, such as little 
quaint cafés or local online boutiques, 
keep booming. While we excitedly try 
out these fresh start-ups, little do we 

know that some of them are owned 
and managed by our schoolmates.

Most of you have probably heard of 
this cozy café right across The Spanish 
Heritage called Abby’s by Pinky Coffee 
& Sweets. It’s actually owned by third 
year accountancy student Abby Teng 
who first opened its doors to customers 
on Sept. 25, 2014. It has since been a 
go-to place for students. “I’m inclined 
to food-related businesses, being 
interested in good food myself,” she 
said. And with that, the café mainly 
serves scrumptious desserts like rainbow 
cakes, black sambos, and crinkles, as 
well as delicious frappes like the White 
Chocolate Slide or the Rocky Road 

frappe — all at student-friendly rates.
While it’s never easy to manage 

a business at a young age because 
of school duties or challenging 
customers, “getting to meet new 
people and dealing with different 
personalities are great experiences 
that come along with it,” Abby said. 
“Besides that, serving good food to 
people makes me happy,” she added.

A boutique that would not have 
been possible without social media; 

@nevelebymimi is an online clothing 
and cosmetics shop operated and 
managed since May 2013 by Cheska 
Antonio, a fourth year psychology 
student. Inspired with success stories 
of young entrepreneurs, Cheska also 
felt the desire to pursue her own by 
re-selling branded women’s wear and 
make up for cheaper prices. With 

a following of more than 8,000 
on Instagram, @nevelebymimi is 
a fashionista’s haven as you’ll find 
yourself scrolling through items like 
Colourpop lippies, Urban Decay Naked 
palettes, Topshop-inspired denim 
skirts, and Adidas Superstar sneakers.

Although she struggles with managing 
her online shop because of academic and 
extracurricular activities in the campus, 
she remains happy knowing that she 
earns through hard work and builds 
friendships with her customers as well. 
While problems with shipping couriers 
or “bogus buyers” and “joy-reservers” still 
come up often, “[she’s] learned how to 
always value and respect every person 

that [she] meets [through meet-ups], to 
be a responsible individual,” she said.  

Starting up a business at a young age is 
an investment, but it will also bring you life 
lessons throughout your entrepreneurial 
journey. Abby says that “some things will 
test your patience, but you just need to 
keep your cool because you’ll come out 
at a disadvantage if you let it get to you.” 

“Start young. It does not only 
give you extra income but [it also] 
trains you to be an independent and 
responsible individual,” Cheska added. 

(Definitely, #goals.)

“with notes from Christian Renz 
Torres.”~

Let ’s Get  Down to Business
Due to their desire to develop, third world countries like the 

Philippines find it challenging to deal with problems on agriculture.
Massive urbanization, with the existing problems of overpopulation, 

often leads to both the need of more agricultural lands for food production and 
the need for converting these lands into residential and commercial  lands.

BBC reported last December that the Philippine population is 
growing about 2 percent a year - more than anywhere else in Southeast 
Asia. William Padolina, the deputy director general for operations in the 
International Rice Research Institute, said that the available agricultural 
areas for rice production is only 4 million hectares while there are more 
than 100 million Filipinos. The Philippines is said to be more productive 
per unit area than countries like Thailand. But overpopulation will 
undermine the efforts, even if there will be bigger agricultural areas.

Thailand has around 10 million 
hectares, but at the same time, it 
has 30 million fewer mouths to feed 
than the Philippines. Thai farmers 
are encouraged by their government not to use synthetic pesticides. 
Organic pesticides — like those that utilize corn kernels exposed to 
enzymes creating a moldy, fungus growth are now used in Thailand.

According to Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 25 percent 
of carbon dioxide emissions are caused by destructive practices of crop 
cultivation like using pesticides. Thailand’s efforts in avoiding the use of 
chemicals in planting is commendable. The Weekly Sillimanian (tWS) believes 
that countries have to start changing their agricultural systems not only to 
mitigate climate change, but also to reduce people’s carbon intake from food.

Moreover, housing concerns have to be addressed. Dumaguete, specifically, 
has a slightly different concern, compared to other cities in the country. Its 
population rate might only be 1.2 percent, but the migration rate is more 
than 2 percent. Foreigners and Filipinos from other cities flock to the city 
and decide to stay not only because it is considered as a good retirement 
place with low living rates, but also because of the inviting gentleness of 
Dumagueteños. Many envision the city to be too crowded after a few years.

tWS also believes that the Philippines needs government officials who 
prioritize the environment and food supply. Hopefully, the politicians 
who will win during this year’s election will make sure concerns on 
agriculture, overpopulation, and climate change are addressed with 
concrete and effective solutions. During the new administration, hopefully, 
logging, converting of lands, and using pesticides will be minimized.~

We ‘die’ in the process of telling 
our concerns regarding the system 
to the public, even if these are true.

German political scientist 
Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann was 
one of the people from the past 
who first attempted to understand 
this circumstance, which in time 
evolved. She presented the Spiral of 
Silence Theory last 1984. The theory 
explains how opinions are formed 
and why people are compelled to 
be silent on minority yet on point 
views. Neumann formulated this 
theory as she observed why during 
1930s and 1940s, Germans seemed 
to support wrong political positions 
even if they were opposed to them, 
leading to their country’s downfall.

The theory presents three 
premises. First, we have this “sixth 
organ,” which allows us to detect 
public opinions, even without 
supporting proofs. Neumann 
also stated that we have a fear of 
isolation, and we know how we 
will most likely be isolated if we 
behave differently from what is 
generally accepted. Lastly, she 
connected this fear to our silence. 
We choose to not express some 
views because we fear not having 
someone share the same beliefs.

I believe that the media has 

been doing its job in exposing ugly 
truths that lead to the shaping 
of public opinion. Some events 
held in Silliman, together with 
college organizations and student 
government committees like 
STRAW, give the chance for people 
to express grievances. We are not 
voiceless; we have near avenues 
to exercise our right to express.

We go to these events and realize 
we are not alone in some battles. We 

have overcome the two premises, but 
the third premise is a truth still hard 
to deal with. And I have to revise it, 
too: We know we are not alone on 
our beliefs, but we fear that we are 
alone in doing something to change 
the system and experiencing the 
consequences of opposing to norms.

Apparently, we might be against 
injustices caused by authorities 
above us — from our parents to 
professors, from the people on 
the student government to the 
people on our own, respective 
organizations. These authorities 

might not be open to criticism. 
Worse, they might take our 
comments and suggestions as forms 
to attack them when our goal is to 
address loopholes and wrongdoings 
in the system. Thus, they use their 
power to intimidate, just to stop 
us from stating our opinions.

We want to be accepted by our 
loved ones. We want to have high 
grades. We want to graduate on 
time. We do not want to be subjected 
to sharp looks, mean laughs, 
intimidating social media posts, 
and unwanted publicity from co-
Sillimanians — all forms of bullying 
just because what you believe in 
might hurt the ego of those involved.

It is like letting us know what 
is happening because transparency 
exists kuno, but we cannot 
question. It is like instilling fear 
of experiencing the wrath once we 
oppose. However, when censorship 
is present, transparency is absent.

So the current system has 
been producing comfortable and 
resilient people, because these are 
the generally-accepted traits by 
insincere authorities. Either we let 
the system mold us or we become 
martyrs whose deed is popular due 
to courage but whose footsteps 
must not be followed. We decide.~

By Shane Marie K. Canono                         

The crowd was shouting, 
“Viva Pit Senyor!” They 
seemed to be in uproar, 

watching different groups dancing 
while finding their way through 
the streets. Fuente Osmeña and 
other places and streets in Cebu 
that has been part of the route of 
the grand parade were surrounded 
with the electrifying energy of 
the people. Everyone united in 
celebrating the feast of the child 
Jesus, Senyor Santo Niño. “Sinulog 
is a dance ritual in honor of the 
miraculous image of the Santo 
Niño,” according to Sinulog.
ph.,” The dance moves two steps 
forward and one step backward 
to the sound of the drums. This 
movement resembles the current 
(the Sulog) of what was known 
as Cebu’s Pahina River. Thus, in 
Cebuano, it ’s sinulog.”

The festival is undeniably 
one of the most-awaited and 
most colorful festivals in the 
Philippines. The first parade was 

in year 1980, and that time, the 
Sinulog fiesta was an event of local 
color. Held at 
the Basilica 
del Santo 
Niño, the 
event started 
to attract 
more and 
more tourists. 
Thus, the 
Cebu City 
g o v e r n m e n t 
decided to 
inflate the 
c e l e b r a t i o n 
of Sto. Niño, 
make it a 
n a t i o n a l 
p rominence , 
and promote 
as one of 
the “real 
and unique” 
traditions of 
the Cebuano 
people.

One of the things to look 
forward in Sinulog is the fluvial 

procession of the miraculous 
image of Senyor Sto.Niño. There 

were numerous boats, with yellow 
and red tarpaulins, floating in 
the sea of Cebu. Almost all 

boats have speakers, playing the 
Sinulog songs, which makes the 

procession even 
more fun. The 
old bridge of 
Cebu was filled 
with people, 
as well as the 
seaside. It ’s 
amazing how 
the people are 
willing to stand 
against the heat 
of the sun just 
to witness the 
ceremony.

Each year, 
millions of 
people would 
join the Grand 
Sinulog Parade 
Day, and as well 
the activities 
b e f o r e h a n d 
and after, such 
as the street 

party bands in Fuente Osmeña 
and Sinulog Idol. But this year, 
Sinulog had become even bigger. 

The whole weekend is jam-
packed with tons of enormous 
parties like Jungle Circuit party at 
Hyper Club Roof, Elektromundo 
at City Times Square, Oh Ship! at 
Ibiza Beach Club and a lot more. 
Aside from that, the number of 
crowd joining the festival has 
increased, said Roy Empleo, one 
of main hosts of the Sinulog live 
coverage, but the situation of the 
entire parade is not as chaotic 
as before. It was reported by the 
medical team of Sinulog that 
there were no major injuries so 
far. And according to Blinkee De 
Leon, co-host of Roy, this year’s 
Sinulog is more organized.

 More and more people have 
become attracted to Sinulog 
festival. Not just because of the 
fireworks, the costumes, nor the 
night parties, but most especially 
because the love of the people 
towards Sto. Niño. Let ’s all bring 
the spirit of Sinulog in our hearts. 
For all of us in Silliman: Pit 
Senyor!~

Viva Pit Senyor !

Photo from:  http://travelerscouch.blogspot.com/2015/08/sinulog-2016-guide-to-cebu-philippines.
html

With the rise of global issues like 
terrorism, the economic downturn, 
and the evolving state of our society 
in terms of culture and norms, it is 
irresponsible to not know about 
the drastic changes that occur 
right in front of our very eyes. 

To know the news is for everybody, 
but to actually act on it is limited 
to the ones who desire to break 
the chains of our recurring history.

In contrast, the internet has 
hastened the accessibility to 
information for almost every human 
being on planet. The most recent news 
on the other side of the globe can be 
accessed with the click of a button. 

But the convenience this conveys 
does not instinctively imply our 
responsiveness to these issues.

In other words, we might actually 
know what is happening around 
us, but we do not think about any 
solution that could be of aid to 
our society’s emerging problems. 
Worse yet, we do not think about 
anything at all but ourselves and 
our relationship goals or simply how 
people think about us in general. 

Sometimes, we are just too 
preoccupied with our personal 
affairs to the point where we forget 
why we exist in a community, in 
a city, in a country, and in a world. 

Jeremy Bethke, a popular writer, 
motivator, and a spoken-word 

YouTube sensation said:“We refuse 
to turn off our computers, turn off 
our phone, log off Facebook, and 
just sit in silence, because in those 
moments we might actually have 
to face up to who we really are.”

Knowing something is like 
having access to a bunch of keys. 
But, it is useless until the right key 
unlocks the door it was designed for. 
Similarly, knowledge is useless until 
it is used and applied; otherwise, 
it’s just like a bunch of dangling 
keys — noisy and futile. But, to 

ignore the reality that our world is 
currently facing is the worst. It is like 
locking the door and throwing off 
the key to a place where the notion 
of recovering it is nearly impossible. 
We have to be reminded that to 
be ignorant to the nature of reality 
is to risk being blind-sided by it.

We tend to escape from reality and 
live inside our own versions of it. We 
cover our eyes from seeing the painful 
slashes that it might inflict. But at 
the bottom of it all, we unconsciously 
deceive ourselves by believing that 
we can escape from it by ignoring the 

emerging questions and problems 
that we ought to face head-on. We 
have relied on our headsets to cover 
our ears from hearing the voices 
that might wake us up into the 
reality that we are actually meant 
to change the course of history.

But why escape? Why spend time 
so much time on computer games 
whereas the world itself could be 
a real time battle ground of ideas 
and principles? Why exhaust your 
energy on things that don’t matter 
to your own growth as a person? 
Why ignore the rising issues that 
surround you? Why look at the 
past and judge ourselves of what 
we can and can’t do? Why can’t 
we just break free of our own 
bubbles and be aware of the reality 
that we ought to face collectively? 

Perhaps, it is time to assess ourselves 
of what we can contribute to the 
world that has long been waiting for 
our hands serve. Maybe it is time to 
speak up and write about the things 
that matter the most, or simply be 
more interested on the issues that 
affect our collective consciousness. 

It is vital to remember that 
the ignorance of reality is to risk 
being blindsided by the changes 
that occur beneath the superficial 
phase of stability. History doesn’t 
repeat itself, but the ignorance of 
it will always make us repeat it.~

http://travelerscouch.blogspot.com/2015/08/sinulog-2016-guide-to-cebu-philippines.html
http://travelerscouch.blogspot.com/2015/08/sinulog-2016-guide-to-cebu-philippines.html
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SCIENCE AND SYMBOLS. The domain of science is as kinetic as its constantly increasing pile of breakthroughs, innovations, and discoveries. With the advent of 
technology being a major part of our lives, here are some discoveries and innovations that may change the way we live. 

Compiled by:  Junelie Anthony Velonta via http://www.iflscience.com/physics/double-decker-solar-cells-capture-more-sunlight-0; http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/story/551101/scitech/philippines-first-microsatellite-unveiled-in-

SYAGIT UG KUSOG 

Inter-faith prayer.. from page 1

City administrator.. from page 1

Double-Decker Solar Cells
Using a new wonder material, 
perovskite crystals, the double-decker 
solar cells may solve the problem of 
getting more energy through sunlight. 
These solar cells are still in development 
but they may pave the way for higher 
efficiency at the same price per watt. 

Diwata – 1
The first Philippine microsatellite made 
through the collaboration of Filipino and 
Japanese engineers. Its main purposes 
are to monitor weather, find the extent of 
damage done by calamities to settlements 
and natural resources, and explore the 
Philippine setting for various purposes. 

SU opens.. from page 1
comprehensive resume, and 
NBI or Sandiganbayan 
clearance are also required.

Interested applicants shall 

pass the requirements to the 
chair of the committee  not 
later than Jan. 31, 2016.~

consultation with all the governors 
of every college in SU on what 
other services are lacking in OH.

The SUSG is also planning 
to convert the Silliman Alumni 
Association Inc. and Alumni Affairs 
Office at OH to a printing and 
photocopying center that will be 

run by the student assistants in the 
university. SUSG President Kirk 
Emperado said that the plan will take 
place as soon as the budget will be ready. 

The opening of the prayer 
room is yet to be announced.~

Ablong said that the city introduced 
the program called “Plow Now, 
Pay Later” to have a reserve area 
of food production in the city 
and to reserve the rural areas 
for climate change mitigation.

He added that although 
agriculture land is diminishing, 
the city is maximizing the 
available land for food production. 

Ablong then urged the youth 
voters to elect politicians who 
are concerned about food supply.

“[Youth voters] have a role to 
play, and that’s to elect leaders 
who are innovative, forward 
looking, and able to address a 
needed solution to our problem 
of food supply, environment and 
economic development,” he said.~

Youth forum.. from page 1
She added that a voter must 

check the track records and the 
stand of the candidate on the issues 
that matter to him. Knowing the 
opinion of people who are following 
the political scene can be helpful.

“The credibility of the 
people endorsing the candidate 
also matters,” said Bulangis.

Moreover, Bulangis encouraged the 
youth to be fearless in questioning the 
kind of services the government gives.

Other speakers were Lea Sicat, 
a student leader from St. Paul 
Dumaguete who talked about 
student leadership; Atty. Gildu 
Agoncillo from COMELEC, who 
presented the importance of taking 
part in the election and why  every 
citizen should vote; and Muriel 
Montenegro, a peace advocate 
who talked about peace and other 
peace advocacies in the country.~

Discovery of Four New Elements
Discovered through Russian, Japanese, and 
American efforts, these four new elements 
fill out the seventh row of the periodic table 
and may be named within the year. All 
four elements were created by smashing 
together light nuclei and tracking the decay 
of the resulting superheavy elements. 

By Paulynne Joyce R. dela Cruz                

FRANCIS KONG, a well-
known international inspirational 
speaker, spoke to students on 
the  “Right Choices for Success” 
last Jan. 16 at Luce Auditorium.

Kong said that there is “no 
time to waste” in coming up 
with right choices and thinking 
critically because time is 
“valuable and irredeemable.”

“People of today are the products 
of the choices they make from 
every day. The decisions you make 
today will form, and shape, and 
mold the kind of person you 
will be tomorrow,” Kong said.

Kong shared three principles 
to be successful in life: to be a 
lifelong learner, to learn that 
attitude is more important than 
skills, and to be in control. He also 
said that “attitude is everything.”

Kong is an inspirational 
speaker, businessman, broadcaster, 
columnist, and author. He 
received awards such as Anvil 
Award for Excellence, Gold Quill 
Award for Best Public Speech 
category, Dr. Jose Rizal Award  for 
Excellence, among others.

Aside from being an inspirational 
speaker, he mentors parents on how 
they should raise their children 
because he said that wrong values 

lead to wrong decisions and wrong 
decisions will lead to setbacks.

Kong added that the people 
who did wrong things in the past 
still have the chance to  repent 
as God is the God of second 
chances. He also challenged the 
audience to read the Bible and 
get to know Jesus Christ more.

For Edna Jane Adelee Magboo, 
a sophomore medicine student, 
said that as a human, she stumbles 
like anybody else but manages to 
get back on track because of Jesus.

“Listening to Francis Kong earlier 
made me even more determined 
to push through with what I 
have started,” Magboo said.~

Inspirational speaker speaks on success

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Arky Tabanas
BMC -II

Bring Me Riddle Winner

ANIME FILM FEST. SU Geek Culture Society holds their 2nd Annual Anime Film 
Festival with the theme: “From Paper to People” showcasing live-action movies and 
specials from their favorite anime and manga stories last Jan. 18 at the Audio-Visual 
Theatre. PHOTO BY Santia Onnycha Ursabia

Quote of the Week 
“People of today are the products of the 

choices they make from every day.”
-Francis Kong

http://www.iflscience.com/physics/double-decker-solar-cells-capture-more-sunlight-0
http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/story/551101/scitech/philippines-first-microsatellite-unveiled-in-japan
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